
STARDROPS 

MAY 10 – 16, 2020

May 10   Mercury trine Jupiter in Capricorn  
Expansive mind and constructive ideas inspire practical projects and other nice activities 
today.
Good fortune with communication. Tasks throughout the day are practical, orderly, things 
get put in their place.  Feed the soul with eternal truths from friends, favorite books and 
videos such as:
Movie of the week:  Little Buddha  1994

May 10  Sun sextile Neptune   
Helpful advice for psychological and spiritual understanding, shifting mental states, stress 
and anxiety. Time to recover and absorb others' positive healing input. Pamper the body, 
nurture through food, herbs, juicing, massage, sun and movement. Powerful healing energy 

https://www.amazon.com/Little-Buddha-Keanu-Reeves/dp/B00AM2MJV4/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=movie+little+buddha&qid=1589065554&s=movies-tv&sr=1-1


from fresh air and Sun can rejuvenate the  lymphatic flow and purification. 
Discussions are turned towards drawing down inspiring ideals. Perfect time to lay out one's 
strategy now because this day could drop a new impetus into your creative drives.
Meetings are constructive with empathetic sharing and sense of mutual support. 

May 10   Saturn turns retro 1* Aquarius   THE TRUTH BEGINS

Saturn's' strong influence in these past three months have inspired global community 
togetherness, but now begins to change on this day of May 10.  
 Aquarius' awareness normally reaches out and helps each other but now turns into a 
different theme. A new cycle of reflection, review and a downturn in global social oneness. 
In other words, Saturn retrograde in Aquarius can turn into a cold or jaded examining of 
world events and how it's effected people,In hindsight.  People will be viewing past events 
with a critical eye and replace compliant togetherness with an urge for returning things to 
normal.
 Previous science is now re-examined, preserving the research which panned out, and 
challenging the conclusions which failed. This will be politically and medically. 
 Statistics are now mulled over, examined and edited thoroughly. Science which was pushing
a belief might go underground for a while, while fresh new insight is discussed, but the 
main theme would be a change in the Aquarian friendship bonding idea turn tiresome, 
restrictive – now prioritizing personal liberty and independence instead. 
A contrary challenging revolutionary stance could emerge, wanting the individuality and 
freedom to return. 

This will continue for a few months before Saturn retrograde moves all the way back into 
Capricorn on July 1 2020. When July 1 arrives, Saturn in Aquarius leaves for a while and 
then we're back to the concern for Capricorn priorities which  rules job, career, financial 
and material structures, achievements, ambition for personal power again until Saturn 
moves forward  ( September 28 ) and enters Aquarius again on December 17, 2020.  

The Aquarius theme will last for a few years concentrating upon
advanced science, progress and innovation and especially, the

emphasis felt within each individual's needs and freedom.

The global community will tirelessly hash over a new way of handling any future global 
events such as the recent virus and economic disaster it created. It examines with 
serious evaluation the labs and many other potentially dangerous activities and people's
susceptibility to compromise. This will become a top priority Aquarian theme for 
community discussion. Change will come in order to challenge future dangerous 
activities. 

May 11  Mercury 28* Taurus square Mars  
Challenging data to review.  Tense subjects to mull over or present to others. Can be a 
stressful day with difficult decisions or attempting to pull information out of people in 
order to know where they stand or let them know your position. Some consternation with 
paperwork, running errands, making appointments or frustration with every day events with
more interference than normal.



May 11  Mercury moves into Gemini  An important time where we make key decisions based
on what we value more than anything.  We love ideas and talk that is reasonable, logical, 
factual versus unreasonable stubborn and irrational behavior or decisions.  All Information, 
papers, news, journalists, media, communication is now rapid, quick and penetrating. 
There is so much new truth, documentation and discussion, it's hard to keep up. A good 
period if you're searching for logical truthful words and promoting ideas which make sense.

May 12   Mercury at 1* Gemini trine Saturn at 1* Aquarius 
A strong logical period of Mercury in Gemini continuing up through May 28, 2020.  One of 
the many dates you can count on for common sense shared between you and others and will
be good for locking down commitments and concrete conversations and contracts you can 
count on.  Agreements are reached. 
The best dates for writing, publishing, exams and study, fulfilling tasks and errands, 
reaching out to others and making decisions and important connections would be: 
May 8 – 10
May 12 – 13
May 15 - 16
May 21 – 22
May 28 – 29
These are all positive Mercury communication dates for any activity where you need a 
message, a meaning or information to be shared with others.

May 12   Mars moves into Pisces  The beginning of profound compassion and sensitivity 
towards others. Enhances Art, Music, Photography, Media creations along with healing, 
medicine, fasting, body rejuvenation but mainly it enhances the arts and psychological 
contemplation in a way of experiencing greater mercy and compassion towards others. This 
compassionate and highly idealistic period goes on up until June 27.

May 12  Venus turns Retrograde    Each time Venus turns Retrograde, we  receive a break 
from the intense mental driving of our everyday worries and responsibilities. It rules love, 
inspiration and causes an internal glowing or radiance, guiding us to a new insight that 
would be organically and emotionally very good for our well-being. 

People can feel this Venus entering their lives a few weeks before the exact peak (May 12) 
and the influence of this planet lasts up through July, even though it will turn direct on 
June 25, 2020.
When a planet turns retrograde, it is as if its power and influence intensifies tremendously. 
So whatever zodiac sign it is in during this period, it will enhance the qualities of that sign, 
in addition to motivating us by the character of that planets' nature. In this case, it is love, 
social connections and all things which bring beauty, pleasure and happiness.

In addition to this umbrella of sweetness however, we must be aware there is a square from
Venus to Neptune from May 3 – 20 creating an undercurrent of social confusion and 
confrontations against anything that could be in the way of that happiness and pleasure. 
Neptune in square can turn into deceit, illogical, sabotaging and undermining to one's 
quality of life. We might reflect on  things that have stood in our way of having more 
happiness, and decide how we're going to turn it around. This is an intense time for many 



handling upsetting isolation, financial scares and other serious social conflicts with a strong 
commitment to prevent future sabotage.

( We covered this squares' social challenges in the past Stardrops under Venus Retro which 
you can find here )

In spite of the challenges this square could bring, many could expect some sort of 
breakthrough within the “knowing” part of yourself. It doesn't just happen in your mind. It 
is like a gut feeling that this breakthrough or motivation is true.
This will increase the possibility for you to acquire something you really deeply desire 
achieve, have or experience. 
During the length of this cycle, it could motivate you to launch your project, call up that 
key person to discuss a plan, or inspire a vacation where you run into something quite 
unusual that inspires you then opens the door to your future! 

Venus retrogrades can provide us with some good fortune we need to solve problems or get 
ahead  in life. 

May 14  Jupiter turns Retrograde   Jupiter has strong moral and ethical influence  in your 
own personal opinions. It is a time for catching up and picking up where we left off. Now up
to  September 12, 2020 is the time we have to catch up.

What do you need to catch up on, and retrieve, create, finish or produce in order to get 
back on track again?
    Just like Saturn turning retrograde described above, Jupiter's power goes within, 
introspection occurs, reflection on one's beliefs, opinions, knowledge and trust in others' 
opinions. Now there is a time to reflect and ponder what has happened in your personal life
to the world, to family or friends. 
     What has really occurred, and how are we to process this time?  Now is the time to 
allow it to all sink in and reflect with a greater wisdom as to how to look at ones life and 
proceed with a seasoned view of everything. So from May 14 to September 12th, catch up 
and refresh, re-build and get better prepared.

May 13-15  Mars at 1* Pisces trines Node at 1* Cancer   Powerful days centered around 
employment, finances and making money. Job interviews, inspiring arrangements with 
others leading to productive projects or business. These activities can take place and help 
people feel energized.  Physical work pays off now,  along with a sensitivity towards how to 
please others and cooperate, accommodate and share, providing comfort and reassurance 
towards people around you now.

May 16 – 17    Sun at 27* Taurus trine Jupiter at 27* Capricorn -  A time of love, good 
fortune, positive energy and high faith looking forward to good things coming soon. A good 
day for anything you desire to do which makes one feel great. 
Outdoors, sports, coaching, advising, physical fitness are all positive Sun trine Jupiter 
energies.
High sense of self worth and generosity is shared with others. You are getting organized, 
cutting through on months of setbacks or heavy issues. Enthusiastic mental and physical 
energy is at your disposal. Have a beautiful time with this  powerful constructive cycles! 

https://starfires.com/treasures/astrological-weekly-stardrops/



